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If our atmosphere is a blanket into which we have been stuffing more and more
insulation, the prudent thing to do might be to adapt to our new surroundings, inching towards
the edges in search of cooler air. Alternatively, it might be wise to re-engineer our environment,
opening a window so that the room gets colder and our super-insulated blanket ends up
producing the appropriate amount of protection. Early discussions of climate change focused
almost exclusively on mitigation, perhaps the most obvious solution in this analogy: finding
some way to return the blanket to an appropriate level of insulation. More specifically, theorists
considered the possibility of abatement, the drawing down of our heretofore prolific greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions, and of deconcentration, reducing the concentration of GHGs already in
the atmosphere (e.g., by enhancing carbon sinks (Jamieson 2014: Ch. 7)). Both of these
mitigation responses represent direct efforts to dampen the effects of climate change by
diminishing its scale.
Given the current status of the climate crisis, however, preventing climate change
altogether is no longer a possibility. There is simply no way to avoid serious, climate-related
harms. We have already seen atmospheric carbon dioxide rise above 400 ppm and a temperature
rise greater than 0.7 degrees centigrade since the beginning of the twentieth century (Stocker et
al. 2013). Even with an immediate and radical reduction in our emissions, an even greater
temperature rise is almost certain. This current state of affairs has made many recognize the need
to adapt (Baer 2010), and even to examine limited geoengineering efforts (Gardiner 2010). Yet
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while mitigation, adaptation, and geoengineering are not mutually exclusive options, regardless
of what other measures are pursued, mitigation remains an indispensable part of any morally
appropriate response to climate change.

Scientific and Economic Reasons for Mitigation
At a basic level, the planet’s temperature depends upon how much heat from the sun is
held in the atmosphere rather than escaping back into space. The chemical properties of GHGs
make them a primary driver of this radiative forcing: The more GHGs are in the air, the warmer
the atmosphere will be. Atmospheric concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2), methane (CH4),
and nitrous oxide (N2O)—the major anthropogenic GHGs—have all arrived at levels
unprecedented in over 800,000 years (See Figure 1). Perhaps even more troubling, since the
industrial revolution the rate at which those levels have been increasing is similarly
unprecedented.
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Figure 1. Major GHG concentrations over the past 800,000 years; 10,000 years; and 100 years
(From Carter 2015, Data sources: Luthi et al. 2008, Solomon et al. 2007, & Hartmann et al.
2013)

Climate change has already had a significant impact on our planet (Field et al. 2014). The
last 30 years have been warmer than any since 1850 and they are very likely the warmest in the
last 1400 years (Stoker et al. 2013). As temperature has warmed, Arctic sea ice has declined
(Renner et al. 2014) and mountain glaciers have receded (WGMS 2011). Warmer air
temperatures have caused increases in ocean temperatures (Abraham et al. 2013), resulting in
higher sea levels (Kuhlbrodt & Gregory 2012) as well as an increase in both the frequency and
strength of hurricanes and typhoons (Mei et al. 2015). Earlier spring temperatures have disrupted
critical ecosystem services on which human society depends (i.e., clean air and water, crop
pollination, etc.) (Staudinger et al. 2012). These impacts have been even more dramatic for those
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already vulnerable (Field et al. 2014). Water resources have become scarce and more highly
variable (Haddeland et al. 2014), with associated negative consequences for crop yields (Lobell
et al. 2011) as well as food security overall (Shindell et al. 2012). The collective scientific
evidence is overwhelming: climate change has already radically altered the ecosystems on which
human health depends.
The scientific evidence is also clear that the future impacts of climate change will be even
more dire (See Figure 2). Heat waves, droughts, floods, and storms are likely to become more
frequent or more severe (Coumou & Rahmstorf 2012). Precipitation will likely increase overall,
but there will be sharp regional variations, with some areas that now receive regular rainfall
becoming arid (O’Gorman 2012). Coastal communities face risks of losing land to sea level rise
(Kates et al. 2012) as well as loss of livelihoods through declines in fisheries catches (Cinner et
al. 2012). Global health concerns will be exacerbated with climate changes, as factors that affect
exposure, transmission, and resilience are heightened (McMichael 2013). Regional changes will
often be variable, extreme, and much more difficult to predict (Field et al. 2014; Aldous et al.
2011).
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Figure 2. “Global patterns of impacts in recent decades attributed to climate change, based on
studies since the AR4. Impacts are shown at a range of geographic scales. Symbols indicate
categories of attributed impacts, the relative contribution of climate change (major or minor) to
the observed impact, and confidence in attribution.” (From Field et al. 2014)

Given the extent of these impacts, the scientific evidence highlights an urgent need to
mitigate. The longer decisions are delayed, the fewer potential options will be available (Rogelj
et al. 2013). Rich nations may be able to cope with some of these changes without enormous loss
of life: They are often able to store food against the possibility of drought, to move people away
from flooded areas, to fight the spread of disease-carrying insects, and to adapt to a rapidly
changing environment. However, the cost of adaptation—even relatively limited adaptation—
will be extreme (Dietz and Stern 2015). If the most conservative scientific estimates are accurate,
unabated climate change would cost the world more than 5% of our total Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) each year; if some of the more severe possibilities become realized, that cost
could balloon past 20% (Stern 2007). While each average ton of CO2 we emit causes at least
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(and likely significantly more than) $85 worth of damages those emissions can be cut at a cost of
less than (and likely significantly less than) $25 per ton (Stern 2007). The science and the
economics are clear: given the current climate crisis, mitigation is by far the most rational course
of action.

Moral Reasons for Mitigation
The previous section shows that it is best to adopt mitigation strategies in response to
climate change. But it’s less clear that it is in the interest of any particular nation or individual to
pursue mitigation, not least because mitigation doesn’t come for free. A childless septuagenarian
who wants to travel the world in private jets won’t be made better off by mitigation-related
restrictions on low-carrier flights. A country whose only resource of note is fossil fuel won’t
have its interests served by expansive programs to phase out oil dependence (Saudi Arabia, for
example, has demanded compensation for any international agreement that would encourage
shifting away from oil (Jamieson 2010: 269)). So while climate change mitigation is generally
prudent, even when it’s not, an impressive array of reasons supports the conclusion that climate
change mitigation remains morally necessary.
We can start to see those reasons by recognizing that when an especially disastrous
natural disaster destroys homes and takes lives, there is often a great outpouring of emotional and
material support in the aftermath. Offering such support is morally good and, in many cases,
failing to do so would constitute a moral failing. The rest of the global community has some duty
to aid those who, through sheer accident, have fallen into desperation. We cannot, in good
conscience, merely stand by while many die and suffer needlessly, especially when offering aid
comes with relatively little cost. But, if there are good moral reasons to help those in need after a
disaster, those same reasons also speak at least as strongly in favor of avoiding the hardship
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altogether. We have duties of beneficence to shield those who suffer from climate change’s
damaging effects and to assist them in the wake of climate-related harms (cf. Baer 2010: 252).
Climate change is not, however, a fully natural disaster. For those harmed by climate
change, it is not the bare fact of desperate need that calls out for moral redress. Climate change
does not merely present the rest of us with an opportunity to be a Good Samaritan. We are, each
of us, more robber than Samaritan: it is our own emissions that are causing grievously wrongful
harms. Once we recognize that mitigating climate change involves refraining from harming
others rather than being beneficent towards others, we identify another, even more stringent and
forceful moral reason for mitigation, a reason uncontroversially in the domain of justice (Broome
2012: 55-59). In today’s tightly interconnected world, the venerable requirement to not harm
others places a number of new and significant obligations upon us. As Dale Jamieson (2010:
267) has noted, to abandon those harmed by climate change would be an instance of a polluted
pay principle rather than the more plausible polluter pays principle, and it would thereby be
unjust.
Consider relief efforts in Vanuatu after the destruction of Cyclone Pam in early 2015.
There is an important moral difference between those efforts and the relief efforts in Haiti after
the earthquake of 2010. We have good reasons to believe that Cyclone Pam would not have been
as destructive without the warmer ocean temperatures created by GHG emissions. There is,
obviously, a pernicious epistemic problem here due to the complexity of the climate system and
our tangled, shared history of GHG emissions. One thing is nonetheless clear: regardless of how
much of the damage could be ascribed to climate change, the people of Vanuatu are not
responsible for it. They have contributed almost nothing to climate change: Vanuatu ranked near
the bottom for both per capita and total CO2 emissions in 2010, emitting 0.000014 as much CO2
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as China (Boden, et al., 2014). The failure to provide needed aid would therefore not just be
cold-hearted, nor would the failure to take reasonable measures to prevent similar disasters be
merely reckless; both failures would be unjust.
One of the distinguishing features of duties of justice is that they often correspond to the
rights of others (Broome 2012: 52). When rising sea levels and more frequent, high-intensity
storms cause deaths, displacement, and famine in poor, low-lying communities, climate change
threatens both so-called first generation rights to life, liberty, and security as well as so-called
second generation rights to food, shelter, and healthcare (Caney 2010a; Shue 2010b). When
Tuvalu’s 11,000 citizens are forced to leave their flooding country, for instance, it would be an
outrage to deny them refugee status (even though there is presently no UN provision for climate
refugees (McAdam 2012)). In fact, we will almost certainly owe them much more than refugee
status, for those harmed by anthropogenic climate change have a clear right not to be and when
they are, some form of restitution would be required.
Yet these contentions about rights are difficult to reconcile with a prominent theoretical
analysis of moral claim rights, an analysis that holds that a moral right exists if and only if a
corresponding directed obligation exists (O’Neil 2005; Darwall 2012). Unfortunately, this
analysis must exclude nearly all ascriptions of rights associated with climate change. For those
most vulnerable to the most adverse effects of climate change, there simply are not yet
sufficiently specific and specifically addressed directed obligations to prevent those harms.
Perhaps unsurprisingly, many take this limitation to provide sufficient grounds to reject a strict
correlation between rights and directed obligations (Raz 1986; Sen 2004; Ashford 2006). Yet
while this move away from a strict correlativity requirement between rights and obligations gives
us the ability to call claims to goods and services ‘rights’ and gives us the ability to call claims
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against being harmed through climate change ‘rights,’ it risks losing the important interrelational
aspect of that designation.
One solution to this tension is to contend that moral claim rights do require corresponding
directed obligations, but that requirement is normative rather than descriptive. A moral right
ought to engender directed obligations on the part of others, but it need not currently do so in
order to be properly analyzed as a right (Hedahl 2014). If the world is aligned such that some
moral rights do not correspond to another agent’s or collective’s directed duty, in some cases at
least, we should regard that fact as a further normative failure (Shue 2010b). In the wake of
Cyclone Pam, facing food shortages amid near-total destruction, the people of Vanuatu not only
called out for aid provisions, they also appealed for the establishment of an institution to whom
damage claims related to climate change could be addressed (Bartlett 2015). The fact that there is
presently no such institution deepens rather than diminishes the sense in which rights are not
being honored and climate victims are being wronged.
Considering climate change as an issue of rights and justice is powerful in part because it
requires those harmed by climate change to be provided for and, to whatever extent possible,
made whole. Yet it would be bizarre to think that restitution, on its own, could be an adequate
redress for harms due to climate change. The harms of climate change are ongoing, and if the
perpetrators’ contributions to climate change are also ongoing, restitution of even a very
ambitious kind cannot hope to be adequate. As Simon Caney (2010a) has argued, “it is obviously
impermissible for one person to assault someone else with a view to giving them a large benefit
in order somehow to cancel out the harm” (172). However generous perpetrators of climate
change are in facilitating adaptations for victims or in compensating them for past harms, the
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moral story of their actions is not complete without some form of mitigation. Justice demands
not only discontinuing offending behavior, but also forswearing it.
The moral case for mitigation becomes even stronger given that we know that the impacts
of climate change will not be regionally uniform. Many developing countries are most vulnerable
to the most adverse consequences (Stocker et al. 2013). Yet the disparity in climate change
burdens is not reducible to accidents of geography. It is not merely an unfortunate coincidence
that those most likely to suffer the worst effects of climate change are those who are least likely
to have contributed to the problem (Singer 2002: 31). The very same underlying social structures
that lead to some bearing a greater causal responsibility for climate change lead to those same
actors being in a better position to adapt to the harms climate change imposes. In other words,
anthropogenic climate change significantly magnifies existing distributional injustices.
Individuals and nations therefore also have a moral duty to mitigate because to not do so would
be to exacerbate existing unjustifiable inequalities (Shue 2010a; Francis 2015).
Differences in vulnerability become even more salient when we consider
intergenerational justice (Barry 1997; Broome 2012). One purpose of the language of justice and
rights is to provide normative protections for the vulnerable, and there is perhaps no population
more vulnerable than the future generations of our planet (Shue 2010c). In a world without
mitigation, future generations face sharply foreclosed options in carving out lives that are worth
living. They face aggravated risks of catastrophe, increasingly volatile and unpredictable
weather, and daunting challenges with respect to the maintenance of basic infrastructure and
food supply (Shue 2010c). To unilaterally impose this state of affairs on future generations is
unjust. However successful and sweeping adaptation measures might be, mitigation remains
morally indispensable because of the irremediable vulnerability of future generations.
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Finally, there are also important moral reasons to mitigate that are independent of human
interests. Climate change could threaten as many as one quarter of the world’s species in this
century alone (Thomas et al. 2003). Plants and ecosystems are endangered, particularly those in
Arctic and Alpine ecosystems (Parmesan 2006). Earlier spring temperatures have enabled more
invasive species to thrive (Hellmann et al. 2008) and triggered earlier movements of migrating
species (Both et al. 2006), both of which have decoupled ecological relationships with critical
plant resources (Bellard et al. 2012). In addition, higher atmospheric concentrations of CO2 have
increased the level of carbonic acid in ocean water (Kroeker et al. 2013), reducing the levels of
plankton that are the foundation of ocean food webs (Harley et al. 2006). Climate change also
threatens the very possibility of wilderness by placing the maladroit influence of human beings
squarely into each and every ecological relationship (McKibben 2006; Meyer 2006, Monbiot
2014). For many, these non-anthropocentric reasons provide further moral justification for the
claim that mitigation (and especially abatement) must be part of any morally appropriate
response to climate change.

Collective Duties to Mitigate
The previous section argued that climate change mitigation is a moral requirement. As
former UN Human Rights Commissioner Mary Robinson notes, recognizing that imperative is
not without consequence: Viewing climate change as a question of justice and injustice implies
“a radical agenda—a transformative agenda” ( 2014: 19). Too often, collectives involved in
international climate negotiations treat that undertaking as a technical issue—similar to a trade
accord—in which participants merely seek to maximally advance their nation’s own best
interests. It has led some nations to proclaim, for example, that for now at least, “We’ve done our
part” (as Poland did in the lead up to the 2013 Conference of Parties in Warsaw (Szulecki
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2013)). That mindset is understandable, but it is fundamentally flawed: What collectives are
obligated to do will be determined, in large part, by what we bind ourselves to do in procedurally
fair negotiations (Richardson 2008). To believe that what constitutes a fair share of collective
climate burdens already exists and is merely waiting to be discovered and executed not only
betrays a misunderstanding of climate action as a zero–sum distribution of benefits and burdens,
it leads to an international paralysis that is devastating for the planet (cf. Light 2011). In other
words, it fails to recognize the true nature of our collective duties to mitigate.
These collective duties to mitigate are important for several reasons. First, collectives are
best positioned to bring about the most powerful changes in emissions patterns (cf. Broome
2012: 65). Second, it is largely as collectives that we have created the problem of climate
change: through our various institutions of governance and decision-making, we have adopted
policies that have created the situation in which we find ourselves (Shue 2010a). Third, it is
largely as collectives that we in the developed world continue to benefit from past emissionintensive activity (e.g. previous industrialization (Baer 2010)). To fail to notice our collective
duties is to fail to take seriously both the history and the potential of collective action.
There is, however, an important disparity in those collective duties: While every nation
bears duties to mitigate climate change, those duties will require more sacrifice for some than for
others, because different states have contributed differently in the injustices of climate change. In
particular, the history of GHG-emissions requires that developed nations bear a greater burden
than developing nations do. After all, “if someone has produced a harm … then they should
rectify that situation. They, as the causers, are responsible for the ill-effects” (Caney 2010b:
126). This principle holds for our actions as individuals, as well as for our collective actions as
nation states.
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According to some theorists, however, developed nations can only be fully responsible
for their emissions from the very recent past (since the last few decades of the 20th Century),
because only recently could they have been reasonably expected to know that their emitting
behavior was harming others (Caney 2010b). In ethical theory, there is a nearly universally
recognized limitation on the possibility of full responsibility if an agent was excusably ignorant
of the consequences of her actions. We do not blame those who could not have known about the
harms they were causing nor, in many cases, do we hold that they can be required to compensate
for the total costs of all the harms they caused regardless of what the costs of that compensation
turns out to be (Bell 2013). In the case of climate change, for the vast majority of the 19th and
20th centuries, nations could not have been reasonably expected to appreciate the effects of their
GHG-emissions, and so, on this line of reasoning, cannot be held fully responsible for those
historic emissions (Caney 2010b: 134).
Yet developed nations are still benefiting from their historical emissions. The
infrastructure built in the 19th and early 20th century continues to provide advantages for those
nations today. The fact that they continue to benefit from their historical emissions-generating
activities justifies imposing a form of limited liability in which the burdens created by historical
activity can be as great as but not greater than the benefits derived from those activities (Bell
2013: 400). While the membership in these collectives has changed, the collective itself endures;
the United States is still the United States. If it wants to enjoy collective property protections
created by the actions of its past members (e.g., if it wants to be able to rebuff Russia’s
contention that the sale of Alaska is no longer binding because no current members of Russia
benefited from its sale), then it has to be willing to accept some moral consequences for its past
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actions. The duties faced by a collective as a collective must account in some way for its own
past emissions.

Individual Duties to Mitigate
Some have argued that the duties of climate change fall only on large collectives, such as
nation states and corporations (Sinnott-Armstrong 2005). According to such theorists, while
nations can bind their citizens with laws and regulations, until such laws or regulations go into
effect, individual agents do not have any moral duties to compensate victims of climate change
or diminish their own GHG emissions. So, to say that collectives have moral duties to mitigate
climate change is not yet to say that we, individually, have any such duties. Understanding the
problems with this kind of argument, however, positions us both to recover the common sense
notion that we all have duties of mitigation and to better understand the variety of forms those
duties take: to compensate for harms imposed, to attenuate our participation in injustice, and to
agitate for institutional change.
While it’s true that the causal contribution of any given individual lacks the dramatic
scale of the causal impact of collective actors, such a criterion cannot be the only one that
matters regarding duties to avoid acts of injustice. Individuals arguably have a general duty not
to be complicit in injustices (Kutz 2000). If climate change results in injustices, then engaging in
GHG-emitting activities at the very least raises concerns of complicity in those injustices. Yet to
call these misdeeds merely complicitous is to understate the role we play in producing the harms
of climate change. Each of us makes active, causal contributions to the GHG load in the
atmosphere; we are not merely standing by and allowing the injustice to continue when we could
do otherwise. Each of us is instead participating in creating the moral problems of climate
change—even if our individual activities prove to be materially inconsequential. If we have some
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duty to attenuate our complicity in injustices, we have an even stronger duty to attenuate our
participation in injustices (Fruh & Hedahl 2013). Moreover, to believe that there are collective
climate change duties only—that individuals must wait for collectives to convert those duties
into their individual correlates in order to be duty bound—risks misrepresenting how
representative collectives function. Even if all of an agent’s individual activity were completely
carbon neutral, she maintains some individual responsibility for the actions and status of the
collective and institutional structures of which she is a part (May 1992; List and Pettit 2011). In
short, each of us is performing actions that allow us to accrue benefits and pass on externalities
that constitute rights-violating harms. We find ourselves in a morally fractured world, without
collective agreement that would constrain us. The current system lurches forward, as do the
aggregate and devastating consequences of our actions and our inactions. In this world, we must
either allow that there is not any individual wrong in continuing to derive benefit from actions in
a system delivering grave harms to others, or we must accept that each of us has some individual
duty to stop or at least attenuate offending behavior and lobby for reform. Individual duties to
mitigate are therefore a necessary consequence of any justification for climate change duties
grounded in rights and justice.
In order to specify the content of these individual duties, we can begin by recognizing
that one noteworthy strategy for individual GHG mitigation is sink enhancement, widely
available in the form of carbon offsets. It is quite possible to reach a zero carbon footprint by
ensuring that the amount of GHGs you emit equals the amount of GHGs you cause to be taken
out of the atmosphere (e.g., by paying for trees to be planted). John Broome (2012: 91) argues
that this sort of carbon neutrality is precisely what is morally required. Theoretically, if everyone
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carried on emitting at present rates, but also invested in sufficient offsets to reach GHG
neutrality, there would be nothing wrong with even very high levels of emissions.
Despite the moral significance of offsets, there are three important limitations to this
approach. First, sink enhancement has limits: it’s not clear what total amount of GHG-emission
can be effectively offset (Duncan et al. 2011). Second, sequestering carbon (through
reforestation, for example) is a far less stable arrangement than leaving it in the geological
formations from which it is originally extracted (Jamieson 2014: 205). Third, some types of
offsets seem ill-suited to meet our full compliment of climate change duties. For instance,
‘preventative’ offsets work by ensuring that carbon that otherwise would have been emitted is
not. One may for example, look to achieve carbon neutrality by funding more efficient energy
use in the developing world, thereby preventing more emissions than one creates (Broome 2012:
87). Putting your own resources into promoting abatement efforts of others is indisputably good but it’s not clear that it’s a plausible means of completely canceling your own participation in
causing climate harms. As a means of exhaustively discharging one’s duties to mitigate climate
change, helping others to reduce their participation sits uneasily in the logic of justice that lies at
the heart of climate ethics.
So while we ought to regard carbon offsets as an underutilized means for meeting part of
our duties with respect to attenuating our participation in climate injustice, they cannot stand
alone. We must augment them with personal abatement; we have duties to cut back on our own
GHG-intensive activity in order to minimize our participation in injustice. The duty will require
more sacrifice for some than others, in large part because not everyone participates in the
injustices of climate change equally. The average American is, for example, a notoriously
profligate GHG emitter, and so our duty to not participate in injustice will be more invasive than
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the same duty borne by an average Ethiopian, despite the fact that it is, at bottom, the same duty
(Singer 2002: 35).
Since the duty to attenuate one’s participation in injustice attaches to emissions, rather
than to any particular activity as such, individual moral agents will have some latitude in
determining how to fulfill it. For some, cutting back on travel might be required, particularly air
travel: For each passenger, two round-trip journeys from New York to San Francisco create a
larger carbon footprint than the average global citizen produces in an entire year (Rosenthal
2013). For others, the duty to mitigate might (also) involve eating significantly less meat,
particularly red meat: For most of us living in more affluent nations, changing to a vegetarian
diet would have a far greater carbon impact than switching to a more fuel efficient vehicle (Eshel
et al. 2014). Finally, for some, this duty may even require considering having fewer biological
children, perhaps by having a smaller family or adopting: The carbon impact of creating a child
is, for nearly all of us, greater than the sum of all the “lifestyle” decisions we makes during our
adult lives (Rieder 2014).
Important as these duties to avoid participation in climate change are, they must not
overshadow our duties to alter our political and communal orders (Shrader-Frechette 2007). The
legitimate demands of those wronged by anthropogenic climate change follow a familiar legal
and social pattern: claims of injustice are often advanced as demands against the status quo, as a
fundamental challenge to an existing system of entrenched social practices, rather than merely a
complaint about a specific act of exploitation or an individual instance of unjust treatment. These
calls for justice are systemic; they call out for revolution or at the very least radical
transformation of our shared social order. (cf. Light 2011).
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The moral duties of individual citizens to agitate for institutional change at the highest
level of government are surely important and might be fulfilled in any number of ways: the
global climate marches in the fall of 2014, aimed at influencing the UN, are a good example (cf.
Broome 2012: 73-74). Each of us also belongs, however, to different social organizations and
institutions, and each of us has different opportunities to push our various collective efforts
towards change. Many of us involved in college communities, for example, may be better
advised to focus our political efforts on involvement in the growing divestment movement rather
than on lobbying Congress or Parliament directly (Gelles 2015). While divestment of university
endowments from fossil fuel companies is unlikely to radically alter the industry’s internal
finances, divestment can undermine the industry’s significant political power, an important
requirement for meaningful structural change (Ansar et al 2013).

Conclusion
Each person reading these words is almost assuredly an order of magnitude above
sustainable GHG emissions, let alone GHG neutrality (Vaughan 2009). This is, we have argued,
incompatible with our climate change duties: collective duties to mitigate our emissions,
individual duties to attenuate our participation in injustice, and individual duties to agitate for
political change. Faced with this harsh moral reality, denying climate change altogether (“Look
at this snowball”), minimizing its significance (“We have other priorities”), and becoming
complacent to our continued inaction (“What difference does it make?”) are all rather
unsurprising responses. We are well equipped with psychological mechanisms to save ourselves
from burdensome solutions by rationalizing away problems (Campbell & Kay 2014).
Acknowledging the claims of justice is encumbering, and there is even the risk that the pursuit of
climate justice could delay meaningful climate action (Broome 2012: 47).
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Yet turning away from these powerful moral reasons in the face of our moral misdeeds
raises the specter of what Stephen Gardiner (2013) has called “moral corruption.” Avoiding that
corruption may prove to be no small task. As Martin Luther King Jr. recognized, if reform can
only be brought about through more sweeping changes in the underlying structures of society,
then reformers must become revolutionaries (King 1967: 8). Climate justice presents us with a
similar challenge to the one he faced: In the pivotal few years that lie ahead—possibly our last
best chance to avoid the most devastating effects of climate change—we will need to aspire to a
moral integrity that embraces our past commissions of wrongs and our present duties to mitigate,
even when doing so requires much more than cosmetic alterations of the status quo.
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